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Essential 
Ongoing Services

Just as fellowship development happens in the course of most 
of NAWS’ efforts, direct services to the Fellowship are provided 
by every team at NAWS every day. While much of our conference-
related work is cyclical in nature, revolving around the timeline of 
our biennial World Service Conference, a great deal of our work 
at NA World Services is steady and ongoing. These services exist 
to meet some of the essential needs of our Fellowship on a routine 
basis.

Fellowship Services
Often, the most direct interaction between members around 

the world and NA World Services happens through the Fellowship 
Services Team. The following statistics illustrate just a few of the 
services this team provides the Fellowship.

FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013

Group/committee registration & updates 
Group registrations/updates 5,872 6,024 5,020
ASC/RSC updates 892 821 819
New ASC/RSC 12 29 43
TOTAL registrations/updates 6,776 6,874 5,882 

H&I communications 
NA information packet responding to inmate queries 4,889 5,410 5,119
Free NA books sent to inmates 814 782 609
Inmate requests for pen pal/sponsorship 333 272 355
Free Institutional Group Package sent to inmates 48 (7 months) 74 53

General
Free Group Starter Kits sent to members 343 410 429
WSO tours 130 (6 months) 367 287
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As a general observation about the trends, 
requests for literature and other free material 
continue to increase, while other communica-
tions have declined or remained the same. We 
strive to balance the desire to provide materials 
to those who request it with our need to be pru-
dent with valuable NA resources. We continue 
to notice increasing numbers of contacts from 
churches and treatment centers inquiring about 
getting meetings started in their facilities. We 
generally direct those facilities to local trusted 
servants for follow-up, and this trend seems like 
an indicator of the increasing recognition and 
respect of NA as a viable option for recovery.

Even with all of this activity, we also know 
that as members become aware of the variety of 
resources available online at www.na.org, many 
find answers to their questions without need-
ing to contact us. Already available online are 
NA handbooks, service pamphlets, bulletins, 
recovery literature, an area containing locally 
developed resources, and many other resources 
meant to provide members with useful informa-
tion. There are ways for new and existing groups 
and committees to register or update their 
information online, or for members to man-
age their subscriptions to reports and periodi-
cals. The locally developed resources area also 
gives members the chance to share their tools 
and solutions with one another. We encourage 
areas and regions to send their local resources 
(training and orientation materials, minutes, 
guidelines, etc.) to Fellowship Services so that 
they may be made available to other service 
committees.

Fellowship Publications
We encourage members to subscribe elec-

tronically to The NA Way Magazine, and we have 
also been working to more effectively utilize 
Reaching Out. A third periodical, NAWS News, is 
published following each World Board meeting, 
providing updates to World Service Conference 
participants and other interested NA members.

Reaching Out, published quarterly, is designed 
to help incarcerated addicts connect to the NA 
program and enhance H&I efforts. As our litera-
ture says, “The therapeutic value of one addict 
helping another is without parallel.” Reaching Out 
is an example of the NA message of recovery unit-
ing our members across the boundaries of age, 
race, gender, and socioeconomic status. 

There are three sections. “From the Inside” 
is filled with letters from incarcerated addicts 
sharing their experience, strength, and hope as 
they find and maintain recovery from addiction 
through NA. 

In the second section, “From the Outside,” 
NA members on the outside and Hospitals & 
Institutions subcommittees have a chance to 
offer their experience, strength, and hope. Many 
of these letters come from members who are 
deeply committed to carrying the NA message 
of recovery to addicts who are unable to attend 
regular meetings. You may also find personal 
experience from those members who heard the 
NA message on the inside and are now living 
and enjoying life on the outside. We recognize 
the value of stories from members who got clean 
while institutionalized and have stayed clean on 
the outside. This not only provides encourage-
ment for those on the inside; it also demon-
strates to professionals working with addicts that 
NA is an effective recovery program.

The third section features art from incarcer-
ated members and art from members on the 

Sign up for electronic 
subscriptions: 

www.na.org/subscribe 
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outside. Recently, we added to this art focus 
with a feature of the various H&I T-shirts 
throughout our Fellowship. 

Reaching Out has been a resource for NA mem-
bers since 1986. Dedicated members around 
the world each year continue to breathe new 
life into this resource that helps many incarcer-
ated members maintain hope. Single-copy sub-
scriptions are available at no charge to members 
who will be incarcerated or institutionalized for 
six months or more, and free multiple-copy 
subscriptions are provided to each area service 
committee for use in their H&I efforts. A paid, 
multiple-copy subscription (20 copies per issue) 
is also available. Since making this available 
by esubscription and download, we have been 
able to almost double our distribution of this 
publication. Esubs reached 10,102 in July 2013. 
Thank you for helping us carry our message of 
hope! And thanks to the Latin American Zonal 
Forum Local Translation Committee for trans-
lating Reaching Out into Spanish, and to the NA 
community in Brazil, which offers a translation.

The NA Way Magazine is NA’s quarterly 
journal of recovery and service information, 
recovery-related entertainment, and current 
issues and events. We continue to utilize The NA 
Way Magazine to update the Fellowship on proj-
ects and concerns, and to provide information 
regarding NAWS events and new products and 
literature. The magazine is published in English, 
Farsi, French, German, Portuguese, Russian, and 
Spanish. Since 2010, the Japan Region has sup-
ported local translations efforts to publish the 
magazine in Japanese. In the 2012–2013 fiscal 
year, NA members from 15 countries submitted 
a total of 76 pieces of material expressing their 
recovery experience, and event information for 
approximately 35 countries was included in the 
calendar section of the magazine. 

We have continued in our efforts to encour-
age members to opt for esubs if they are able to 
do so. The electronic version of the magazine 
makes it possible for us to include enhance-
ments that are not available in the print version. 
Esubs also greatly reduce the costs of publica-
tion and mailing, especially with the dramatic 
decrease in return postage expenses from hav-
ing bad mailing addresses on file for groups and 
members.

NAWS News is our quarterly publication 
that provides members with a snapshot of 
NAWS activity based on discussions and deci-
sions coming out of each meeting of the World 
Board. We have made efforts to increase the 
effectiveness of NAWS News as a communica-
tion tool by changing the front page into a list 
that highlights all of the main points that are 
expanded upon in the issue. That single-page 
overview can be easily distributed among ser-
vice bodies and interested members. We have 
also added a NAWS Update email that we send 
to the addresses in our database on a monthly 
basis, providing basic information about cur-
rent NAWS activity to help keep members 
informed. This has been quite successful.

“The message is that an addict, any addict, can 

stop using drugs, lose the desire to use, and find 

a new way to live. Our message is hope and the 

promise of freedom.”
Basic TexT, TradiTion Five
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Reaching out is the beginning of the struggle that 
will set us free. It will break down the walls that 
imprison us. A symptom of our disease is alienation, 
and honest sharing will free us to recover.

Basic Text,  “Recovery and Relapse”

NA WORLD SERVICES NEWS

 VOLYM TIO | NUMMER FEM | AUGUSTI 2013

Sånt som är på gång i Världsservice 
som du kanske vill känna till...

Vi hoppas att ni kommer att fortsätta skicka den här sidan vidare via e-post eller kopiera upp 
den till intresserade medlemmar, era DSKer och RSKer. Vi fortsätter att uppmuntra medlemmar 

att skaffa sig e-prenumerationer för The NA Way och NAWS News. Det hjälper oss att kommunicera mera ef-
fektivt och att hantera distributionskostnaderna. 

Living Clean: The Journey Continues, vår gemenskapsgodkända bok, finns tillgänglig som inbunden och 
pocketbok. Båda säljs för 8.75 dollar. Den elektroniska versionen kommer att släppas snart. Det finns fort-
farande kvar böcker av den begränsade, handnumrerade minnesupplagan och de kostar 30 dollar. Minnes-
upplagan av Just for Today finns också kvar och kostar 30 dollar. 

Vi har elektroniska versioner av Basic Text, Sponsorship och It Works: How and Why tillgängliga. Dessa finns 
att få på Amazon och iTunes butikerna med länkar på vår hemsida.

WCNA 35: då vi firar 60 år av tillfrisknande (vårt diamantfirande) på det här världskonventet i Philadelphia 
lever vi verkligen upp till temat “Färden går vidare”. Gå till www.na.org/wcna för uppdateringar. 

Service System: vi avslutar nu våra fälttestningar av det vi nu kallar GSF:er och LSK:er. Delvis som ett resul-
tat av dessa fälttester har vi beslutat att erbjuda beslut om lokal service vid 2014-års konferens och att fort-
sätta samla information om service på stat/nation/provins nivå. Beslut om lokal service kommer att finnas 
i 2014-års CAR och om konferensen antar dem kommer övergångsplanen som kommer att finnas i CAT:en 
också att erbjudas. Vi fortsätter att lägga ut redskap och uppdateringar om projektet online allteftersom de 
blir tillgängliga på: ww.na.org/servicesystem.

Zoner: vi fortsätter att tala om zonernas roll i ett nytt servicesystem och det finns mer om det ämnet i det 
här numret av NAWS News. En idé vi har att göra med hur många zoner som skulle vara mest effektivt inom 
USA. Vad tror ni om någonstans mellan tre till sex zoner i USA istället för åtta? Skriv och säg vad ni tycker: 
worldboard@na.org.

Världsservicekonferensen: vi överväger ett par specifika förslag som har att göra med WSC. Ett är att inrätta 
ett behovsbaserat snarare än automatisk finansiering av delegater till WSC. Det andra är att eliminera när-
varon för alternerande delegater vid konferensen.

Säte vid WSC: vi gör ingen rekommendation för en ny policy för säte vid konferensen innan vi som kon-
ferens kan nå en bättre gemensam förståelse om hur vi vill att en framtida WSC ska se ut. Under tiden re-
kommenderar vi att konferensen inte tilldelar säte till några nya regioner förrän vi nått den gemensamma 
förståelsen.    

Projektet för An Introduction to NA Meetings Project: vi uppskattar all input vi har fått—åtminstone 5 län-
der och 19 stater—där de flesta indikerade att medlemmarna tycker om den här resursen som den är. Det 
kom några värdefulla förslag om mindre förändringar och de avspeglas i godkännandeformatet som kom-
mer att finnas med i CAR:en.

19737 Nordhoff Place | Chatsworth, California  91311  USA | worldboard@na.org

Comemorando 60 anos de narCótiCos anônimos 
 1953 – 2013 

julHo de 2013Volume trinta  nÚmero trÊs

®

®
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Reports
A Guide to World Services in NA describes the 

World Service Conference as “the one time 
and place where all of our World Services come 
together.… Every two years, regional delegates, 
the members of the World Board, and the exec-
utive director of the World Service Office meet 
to discuss questions of significance to the Fel-
lowship of Narcotics Anonymous as a whole.” 
To accomplish its work, the WSC requires a 
substantial amount of necessary preparatory 
materials. To that end, the Conference Agenda 
Report (CAR) is published and distributed (in 
English) a minimum of 150 days prior to the 
WSC. Translated versions follow and are sent 
out a minimum of 120 days prior to the WSC. 
The CAR presents information and proposals 
on issues that will be discussed at the confer-
ence. The CAR helps regional delegates to share 
this information with members in their NA 
communities and to prepare for the conference.

The Conference Approval Track (CAT) con-
tains a variety of material to be considered at the 
upcoming World Service Conference that was 
not included in the Conference Agenda Report. 
This approval track was created in response 
to input from members and groups regarding 
the types of issues they were being asked to 
review in the CAR. While each region is free 
to determine how CAT items will be discussed 
locally, the original idea that created the CAT 
states, “This frees up our members and groups 
to devote their attention to holding meetings 
and carrying the message of recovery, without 
having to ratify every decision made on their 
behalf at every level of service.” Items that typi-
cally are included in the CAT include the pro-
posed NAWS budget and project plans for the 
upcoming cycle, seating requests, and recom-
mendations from the World Board, as well as 
other service- or WSC-related material.

As the conference draws nearer, the Con-
ference Report is published. It includes status 
reports on conference projects, proposals for 
new work, a list of nominees for conference 
positions (World Board, Cofacilitators, and 
Human Resource Panel), details about the con-
ference schedule, and regional reports submit-
ted by the regional delegates. Other material 
such as zonal forum reports or articles submit-
ted by delegates may also be included. The Con-
ference Report informs NAWS and NA regions 
of successes and challenges throughout the 
Fellowship. These reports are mailed to each 
voting conference participant, each RD alter-
nate, and the mailing address of each region. 
Both the Conference Agenda Report and the 
Conference Report are also published online at  
www.na.org/conference.
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Translations
The work of the NAWS translations team is divided amongst 

particular language groups, but staff efforts are also overlapped to 
ensure a level of mutual support in assisting the language groups. 
In this spirit, despite ongoing financial challenges, we are making 
progress catching up, and we are even lending support again to 
reenergize some faltering local translations efforts. 

As we have noted previously, expenses for translators and proof-
readers continue to increase due to rising contractor rates. We also 
experience greater expenses simply because we are working on an 
ever-increasing number of projects in additional languages. The in-
house printing of many IPs, booklets, and softcover book transla-
tions helps us to conserve funds. This also enables us to publish 
items faster and print small quantities on demand for our smaller 
language communities.

Sharing Experience, Strength, and Hope
We continue to urge those involved in translations to take part 

in the Translations Discussion Board on the na.org website. Here is 
a direct link: http://disc.na.org/servdisc/forumdisplay.php?f=26

LTC members can greatly benefit from sharing their experience, 
questions, and solutions in this online “meeting place.” It is a 
public discussion board, meaning that anyone can read the posts. 
However, only present and former LTC members and translation 
contacts are able to post there. 

The challenges of creating literature that reflects the local lan-
guage and culture are much more than simply translating a word. It 
is much more about capturing the NA message and one of the rea-
sons that the ways to assist can be so complex. Some of the issues 
that local translations have dealt with are shown in this report to 
give you a glimpse into this important local service. 

Recovery literature is identified in our strategic plan as a critical 
component of our efforts to achieve our vision that “Every addict in 
the world has a chance to experience our message in his or her own 
language and culture...” To work toward that goal, we need to have 
a diverse range of literature resources available for anyone seek-
ing recovery and the need to be more effective in how we develop 
and distribute our literature. Translations has always been a critical 
concern in achieving these objectives, as many of the places where 
NA is growing most quickly or is in the greatest demand also hap-
pen to be places for which we have few or no translated literature 
items in the primary spoken language.

Translations Overview
Languages spoken in NA: 76
IP #1 published languages: 45
Translated literature items published 
over past 25 years: 846
Basic Text translations, 
same period: 24

Current Activity:
Active language groups: 35
(LTCs with active projects)
Existing projects: 492
Active projects: 380
Book-length projects: 51
 • 21 Basic Text,
 • 3 Sponsorship, 6 It Works,
 • 9 NA Step Working Guides,
 • 8 Just for Today,
 • and 4 Living Clean!

Translated books published 
in 2012-2013 
Basic Text, Fifth Edition:
 • Greek, Hungarian
Basic Text, Sixth Edition:
 • Norwegian
It Works: How and Why:
 • German
NA Step Working Guides:
 • Finnish
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These are some sorts of challenges that come up when translating our literature:

26

Institutions
Farsi LTC: I would like to ask you a question. Is “Prisons” a good substitute for “Institutions”? What does the 
“Institutions” mean? (H&I)?

Race 
(As in: “… regardless of age, race, sexual 

identity, creed, religion, or lack of religion.”)

Helsinki region PI committee: We are updat-
ing our PI information letter. In the letter there is 
a quote from Basic Text: “regardless of age, race, 
sexual identity...” etc. In Finland and in Finnish 
language it is not politically correct to talk about 
races nowadays. 

Is there a problem if we replace the r-word 
with words color or ethnic group? What do you 
think word race in Basic Text really means? Is 
it an expression for color of skin or for ethnic 
group?

Finnish LTC: …the message was very clear: 
Word race is no longer suitable but word ethnic-
ity is like emperors new clothes—not any better 
than word race. Our committee ended up to two 
words. NATIONALITY or ORIGIN. What do you 
think about this?

Swedish LTC: … this has been debated in the 
Swedish fellowship for a while. We would very 
much like “race” to be replaced with “ethnicity”. 
The Swedish language does not make a point in 
talking about different races, to us that would be 
racist. Our culture sees people more similar in a 
way (even though we do make differences to, just 
in more subtle ways).  

22
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Abstinence

Translator assisting Chinese LTC: In the beginning 

sentence, “Narcotics Anonymous sprang from the Alcoholics 

Anonymous Program of the late 1940s...”, The translation for 

Alcoholics Anonymous used by the AA World Services is “戒

jie酒jiu無wu名ming會hui” which literally means Alcohol 

Abstinence Anonymous, although the word 戒jie also carries 

the connotation of ban, not allowed, the same word used in 

戒jie嚴yan (martial law), rather than Alcoholics Anonymous. 

This was the same issue of mistranslation we ran into at the 

beginning of our glossary discussion, until the team reached 

a consensus to correct the NA mistranslation to avoid future 

misconceptions.

Chinese LTC translator: As far as Taiwan is concerned, 

the terms “戒酒” and “戒毒” are used to refer to alcohol 

treatment and drug treatment, respectively; however, 

these are psychiatric hospitalization to manage withdrawal 

syndromes, correctional measures, and long-term residential 

religious conversions, and involve no element of recovery 

concept as we understand it. Culturally, self-control is such a 

valued virtue that phrases like “you need more self-control” 

and “he lacks self-control” are frequently used in relation to 

addiction issues, even among health professionals. So with the 

word “戒” indicating control (I would prefer to say, “reeking of 

control”), you can see how it's not only a language issue, but 

rather a bigger consequential issue of what recovery entails 

and how using “戒酒無名會” (the mistranslation for AA) 

would mis-convey the nature of the program.

…Based on the NA translation team's earlier Skype discussion 

on the term “Abstinence” , we have chosen to use the word “

不使用”(not use) as opposed to “戒” (ban, forbid), and so 

far, the word “戒” has not been used in any of our current NA 

translations. 

Active Book-Length Projects New Revisions Total 2012 Total

Basic Text  14 7 21 13

Sponsorship 2 1 3 3

It Works 3 3 6 3

Step Working Guides 5 4 9 4

JFT 2 6 8 4

Living Clean 4 0 4 4

Total 30 21 51 31
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Information 
Technology

The task of making the best possible use of information technol-
ogy to help further our vision is not a small or simple one in any 
sense. As we have continually reported, advances in the technology 
field move much more quickly than we have the resources to keep 
up with, but we do strive to implement new technologies where 
and when they are practical and beneficial to helping to reach the 
goals identified in our vision. One of the biggest challenges we face 
as technology continues to advance at exponential rates is the grow-
ing digital divide—the wide gap between our least technologically 
savvy members and those who might be on the “bleeding edge” of 
new technology implementation.

As we are a worldwide fellowship, a strategic use of IT solu-
tions sometimes represents the most sensible and practical way 
to achieve certain communications. Our members and potential 
members live in a wide variety of locales, ranging from dense urban 
settings to sparsely populated rural settings with hundreds of miles 
(or kilometers) between NA groups. For some of these populations, 
using technology is the only practical method for staying in touch, 
supporting one another, and delivering services. In other places, 
trying to make use of shiny new tech solutions might only get in 
the way of carrying the message, or create more problems than it 
might solve. We encourage each community to be realistic about 
what makes sense locally and to try to implement technology only 
when it increases effectiveness, not just for the sake of novelty or a 
desire to appear up-to-date.

That being said, many addicts today have 
greater access to new technology and want to 
see NA meet them on those new playing fields. 
The popularity of the Just for Today email con-
tinues to grow, and as a result our ability to 
maintain up-to-date contact information for a 
very large segment of the NA population has 
been improved greatly. We continue to send 
emails nightly to over 65,000 members, with 
a bounce rate of less than 1%, and a monthly 
NAWS Update email to over 90,000 members. 

Trend
(from the NAWS Environmental Scan)

Changes in technology have increased 
both the ways we can communicate 

and the demand for information.
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We have also created a mobile version of the 
na.org site, which is automatically presented to 
those who visit our site from mobile devices. As 
our statistics later in this section indicate, that 
site has been quite useful to many members.

While there is a high demand from a certain 
segment of our population to make the NA mes-
sage available in these new and developing tech-
nologies, many of the addicts in NA and those 
who have yet to find recovery are not active users 
of these technologies. Unfortunately, much of 
the progress we are able to make in these areas 
is available primarily to English speakers, while 
other language groups are still working hard 
to simply get some of our most basic literature 
resources translated. We strive to be mindful 
of the resource gaps between various segments 
of the NA population as a way to temper our 
desire to forge ahead and reach new techno-
logical heights as a Fellowship. Our expansion 
into these new arenas can certainly prove useful 
for those members who can access them, but 
we also need to continue to make our message 
more widely available in traditional formats to 
reach those not as technologically inclined or 
privileged, who have yet to find recovery.

We have recently made meeting-finder apps 
available for iPhone and Android users. As 
always, we also continue to put new content on 
the website, and the e-versions of our publica-
tions and subscriptions have continued to be 
well received among the Fellowship. Here are 
a few examples of what has been happening 
related to IT at NAWS:

IT Statistics
The numbers below include figures from all 

sources during the 2013 calendar year.

Hits/Visits/Views:

	•	 We	finished	with	over	157	million	hits,	
averaging around 13 million per month.

	•	 We	had	over	11	million	visits	with	over	 
34 million page views.

Major areas of traffic:

	•	 Meeting	searches:	1.5	million.

	•	 The	“Find	a	Meeting”	page	had	around	
750,000 visits, while the local phoneline 
and website page had around 350,000.

Eblasts and esubs:

	•	 We	sent	out	over	27	million	emails	for	the	
JFT alone during the 2013 calendar year.

	•	 The	daily	JFT page on the website received 
over 1.5 million visits and 2.2 million 
views.

	•	 665,000	NAWS	Update	emails	sent— 
6 total mailings in 2013.

	•	 72,000	NA Way sent (4 issues).

	•	 45,000	NAWS News emailed (4 issues).

	•	 41,000	Reaching Out emailed (4 issues).

Recovery and service material:

	•	 Recovery	literature	index:	170,000	visits.

	•	 WCNA	page:	600,000	visits.

	•	 WSC	page:	80,000	visits.

	•	 32,000	visits	to	“How	to	start	a	meeting”	page.

	•	 50,000	visits	to	“Information	about	NA”	
page (PR for professionals).

Over 30,000 mobile apps downloads:

	•	 iTunes:	12,645.

	•	 Android:	17,459.
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Technology Infrastructure
The technology infrastructure at NAWS 

requires constant vigilance. The infrastructure 
umbrella covers the hardware, major software 
packages, and peripherals that keep NAWS IT 
up and running. As has been our refrain in 
many areas in recent years, the global economy 
has not been improving at such a rate as to 
allow us to stay up-to-date with the “latest and 
greatest” servers, computers, and so on. We 
use existing equipment as creatively as we can 
and replace items as needed using a “triage” 
approach to prioritizing expenses. Once again, 
we continue to look ahead for improvement in 
the overall economy and the ability of our Fel-
lowship to support this work. We remain pru-
dent and continue to look for the most afford-
able and practical ways to sustain and improve 
our IT efforts.

Electronic Versions  
of our Recovery Literature 

This is one of the many places where our lit-
erature production efforts and technology meet. 
We were able to begin to provide electronic ver-
sions of our literature in the last fiscal year, and 
following are the figures for the 2013 calendar 
year. We added Living Clean in November 2013. 

We made the decision to use these two com-
mercial portals primarily for the protection of 
the Fellowship’s property. Digital Rights Man-
agement (DRM) of media on the Internet is a 
complicated and expensive undertaking. These 
portals have the DRM experience and offer cus-
tomer support. Either of these functions would 
be prohibitive for us to do ourselves. 

Total Amazon iTunes

Basic Text 6,517 4,027 2,490

It Works 3,813 2,216 1,597

Sponsorship 508 277 231

Living Clean 786 503 283

WCNA page: 600,000 visits
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Production  
and Distribution

The story of our production and distribution operation is much 
more complex than simply the numbers of items that move through 
our warehouse and shipping centers. This section provides a more 
in-depth look at our operations related to our product inventory.

Two of the biggest aspects of our production and distribution 
operation that can easily go overlooked when simply reviewing dis-
tribution charts are customer service and shipping. Staff in these 
areas play a critical role in making it possible to put literature items 
into the hands of the NA members who need them, whether that 
is the still-suffering addict seeking a message of recovery or the NA 
trusted servant carrying that message by delivering an H&I panel 
or stocking a literature rack. The increasing use of our online shop-
ping cart has freed up customer service staff to accomplish other 
important tasks, including but not limited to:

	•	 following	up	on	orders,

	•	 customer	relations	interactions,

	•	 addressing	inventory	shortages,

	•	 making	changes	or	corrections	to	orders	that	were	placed	online,

	•	 invoicing,

	•	 following	up	on	delinquent	accounts,	and

	•	 taking	phone	orders	(orders	over	a	certain	amount	are	
directed to the web).

There is a separate online shopping cart for European custom-
ers, and staff in Brussels process and ship those orders. Canada 

orders placed through the shopping cart for North America 
are processed at the Mississauga branch office.

In recent years, one trend we have noticed is an increase 
in group and ASC orders coming to us at NA World 
Services. In some cases this may be due to difficulties 
with nearby Regional Service Offices (RSOs) such as 
literature shortages or slow processing time. We have 
made efforts to increase our partnership with RSOs 
in mutually beneficial ways. RSOs that have a con-
tract relationship with us sometimes place weekly or 

biweekly orders that we can typically fulfill within 2.5 
days, which makes it possible for the RSOs to better 
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manage their inventory. In turn, we are able 
to increase our efficiency by processing fewer 
larger orders rather than many small orders. 
Many RSOs wait a bit longer, placing larger 
orders every month or two. This can mean a 
longer fulfillment time.

Another effort we have undertaken with RSOs 
is the hosting of webinars with those involved in 
running the RSOs. These webinars offer oppor-
tunities for discussing challenges, sharing best 
practices, and identifying creative solutions to 
better serve areas, groups, and members who 
order literature locally. We have also made an 
arrangement whereby RSOs can use our United 
Parcel Service (UPS) customer account in order 
to benefit from the volume discounts that are 
offered for increased business. Consolidating 
our shipping costs in this way helps RSOs save 
money on shipping and has helped to simplify 
our relationship with UPS.

Shipping is a critical part of our operation. 
Out of our Chatsworth shipping department 
alone, we processed an average of 117 orders 
per day in February 2013. The steady increase 
in shipping costs that followed the global eco-
nomic instability of recent years has prompted 
us to reevaluate various aspects of our ship-
ping methods. We pay attention to changes in 
the ordering trends of the Fellowship, such as 
shifts from many smaller orders to fewer larger 
orders, in order to try best to fit our workflow 
to current needs. It many cases, for example, it 
makes more sense for a well-functioning local 
service office to process smaller orders within 
a given community, which makes it possible for 
that service office then to place a single large 
order with NAWS as needed, reducing process-
ing and handling time and energy for us and 
decreasing shipping costs as well. This isn’t 
always a possibility, but we always try to work 
with local service offices to reach the most sen-
sible and mutually beneficial arrangement pos-

sible to make sure literature is readily available. 
In recent years, two sizable RSOs have closed, 
resulting in a slightly higher quantity of orders 
coming to us in Chatsworth and probably to a 
few RSOs in nearby regions.

Our literature production efforts also require 
constant attention. Our production staff is 
responsible not just for creating and maintain-
ing our current inventory of English-language 
products, but also for all of the work involved 
in expanding our inventory as other languages 
continue to add more translated titles to the list. 
Our production department works closely with 
the translations team to arrange for typesetting, 
layout, and proofreading of newly translated 
literature items. There is also a need to work 
with language communities to coordinate order 
quantities, as there are often minimum order 
sizes for certain printers, which can become an 
issue of concern if the number of items that will 
be distributed in a language is just a small frac-
tion of what the minimum order quantity is.

We are always looking for ways to improve 
our in-house production efforts, which repre-
sent a great way to contain costs. The printing 
equipment we are now leasing gives us the capa-
bility of printing our softcover books in-house. 
This also enables us to have better control of 
batch sizes for printing jobs. A great benefit of 
this ability to manage batch sizes is the chance to 
print smaller runs of book-length literature for 
smaller NA communities that might otherwise 
be unable to distribute the number of books 
required for contracted book printing jobs.

Overall, the Production and Distribution 
Team stays quite busy. In addition to all of the 
work we do to create and maintain our litera-
ture inventory, this team also plays a crucial 
role in the execution of the World Convention, 
including the design and production of conven-
tion programs, merchandise, artwork, and so 
on. There’s never a dull moment!
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Books
In recent years, we have seen a continuing decline in distribution of a great many of our inventory 

items. Once again, that trend has persisted into this fiscal year, with the majority of our literature 
items showing reduced distribution numbers. The charts and graphs in the following pages will pro-
vide greater detail about where those numbers are falling, remaining steady, or growing.

The chart above shows the all-time distribution comparison of our various book titles. The Basic 
Text remains our most popular piece of literature, this year having surpassed 8.5 million copies 
distributed since its initial publication in 1983. Total distribution of all titles is almost 15.8 million. 
The chart below shows the quantities of our book distribution by title from 2006 to 2013. It also 
shows the reality that the Basic Text retains the “lion’s share” of our book distribution.

Basic Text 
8,715,391 

59% 

Just for Today 
2,122,079 

14% 

It Works 
2,014,996 

14% 

Step Working Guides 
1,711,887 

12% 

Sponsorship 
180,908 

1% 

Miracles Happen 
58,992 

0% 

Living Clean, 
131,330, 1% 
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During the 2013 fiscal year, the World Board held extensive discussions about the sustainability of 
NA World Services. They made a decision and announced a 10% across-the-board price increase for 
literature effective 1 January 2014. For the Basic Text, however, they reduced the increase to 5% in 
keeping with our primary purpose. The World Board and NA World Services have a responsibility 
not only to consider the present, but also to look down the road. The chart on the next page shows 
the trends for book distribution over the past many years. It shows a steadily declining trend. The 
trend for services, which we pay for primarily through literature sales, has a trend line that is ever-
increasing. The easiest places to see the service trends are throughout this report, but particularly 
in areas like free and subsidized literature and translations of recovery material. Each of these has at 
least doubled since 2000.
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Total Books Distributed Each Year, 2006–2013 
with trend 

The increase in 2007–2008 is attributable to a new edition of the Basic Text. This chart does not 
include Living Clean or commemorative editions. Living Clean is much too recent a title for us to 
determine a trend, but we are very happy to report that we have distributed over 131,000 copies of 
it by the end of June 2013. Commemorative editions create slight changes in these trend lines, but 
do not change the overall trend.
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2013 Basic Text Distribution by Language
We are happy to report that we published the Hungarian and Greek Basic Texts in this fiscal year. That 

accomplishment represented years of hard work by members in those communities. Congratulations!
As of June 2013, we produce the Basic Text in 24 languages. As the chart below shows, we distrib-

uted drastically more English books than any other language, followed by Farsi and Brazilian (now 
called Portuguese Brazil). Of the more than 17,000 copies of the text distributed in the other 21 
languages, Spanish, French, Arabic, Swedish, and Russian represent over 70%. 

English
253,244

Farsi
79,928

Brazilian
30,806

Other 21 Languages
17,653

English Farsi Brazilian Other 21 Languages
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Booklets
During this fiscal year, the only booklet title that showed an increase—however slight (about 4%)—

was An Introductory Guide to Narcotics Anonymous. All other booklets showed reduced distribution as 
shown below. 
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Informational Pamphlets
The total distribution for all IPs was down by over 7% from approximately 5.1 million during 

fiscal year 2012 to 4.7 million in 2013. The only two IPs that increased in distribution were IP #27, 
For the Parents and Guardians of Young People in NA and IP #28, Funding NA Services. The figures on 
the chart below are for 2013.
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Chips and Keytags
The chips and keytags story has not changed much from last year to this year. The distribution 

numbers for each of these has dropped slightly since last year, with the only increases being in wel-
come, 30-day, and 60-day keytags, and in 90-day and 9-month chips. The quantities shown on the 
charts are for 2013. 

2012–2013 Keytag Distribution

2012–2013 Chip Distribution
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Medallions
Medallions showed the same overall decrease as other inventory items from 2012. The only two 

increases were slight and were scattered through the years from 21 to 40. 
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